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Profile

As a Front End Web Developer, I am passionate about creating visually appealing and user-friendly websites.
With a strong background in HTML, CSS, and JavaScript, I have a keen eye for design and a thorough
understanding of modern web development techniques.

I am skilled in creating responsive and mobile-friendly layouts, ensuring that websites look great on any
device or screen size. I am experienced in using various front end frameworks such as Bootstrap and UiKit to
streamline development processes and enhance overall performance.

With a focus on continuous learning, I keep up to date with the latest industry trends and emerging
technologies. This allows me to incorporate cutting-edge techniques and features into my work, keeping
websites on the forefront of the digital landscape.

In summary, I am a dedicated Front End Web Developer, eager to employ my skills and expertise to create
visually stunning, user-friendly websites that leave a lasting impression on users. I am always eager to take on
new challenges and contribute to the success of any web development project I undertake.

Skills

Basic
HTML, CSS

Tools
Pug, Sass, Bootstrap, Tailwind, UIkit

Frameworks
Next, Mantine, Radix, Shadcn-ui

Testing
JEST, React Testing Library

Languages
Javascript, Typescript

Libraries
React, SWR, React Query, React Hook Form, Zod

Version Control
Git, Github, Gitkraken, CI/CD

Design Patterns
Flux, Atomic

Projects

Townsand Director
•Front-End core built on top of (react - next - mantine) for generating dashboards.

12/2022 – 07/2023

•Huge number of tools, methods and reusable components helps you build any 
dashboard rapidly with a nice performance and proper accessibility.

•Built in operations (Get, Post, Show, Delete, Put) with notifications, pagination, 
and, errors all built on SWR library produced by vercel team.

•Datatable and Datagrid with automatic (pagination - search - local filter - global 
filter - create - update - delete - view).

•Custom Form contains 15 type of fields handling the initial values, field errors and 
the action to do on submit.

•Ready to use Charts (Donut - Updated Donut - Sparklines - Spline Area).

•Authentication System with (login - protected routes - permissions control).

•Runtime Chat with native web-sockets.

mailto:ahmadhashim018@gmail.com
tel:01555539749
https://github.com/monkey09
https://me-monkey09.vercel.app/


Professional Experience

Front-End developer at Jiovani
•Jiovani Affiliate (Marketer).
•Jiovani Affiliate (Supplier).

01/2023 – current
Mansoura, Egypt

•Jiovani Affiliate (Landpage).
•Jiovani Affiliate (Dashboard).

Front-End developer at Nullissues
•Skatealligent Shop.
•Matgary Affiliate.

02/2019 – 10/2021
Mansoura, Egypt

•Linda Tours.
•Ghayma Institution.
•Extra Time GYM.
•Pyramid Threads Factory.
•Al Ather Panel.
•DELTA, CO Factory.
•Al Sharefeen Real Estate.
•Gaby Group.
•Elbeshlawy Company.
•Antika Cafe.

Education

Bachelor, Mansoura University
Faculty of Computers & Information Sciences (IT)

2016 – 2021
Mansoura, Egypt

Languages

Arabic (native) English (intermediate)
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